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Despite ~6,000 papers on  
adversarial machine learning, 

there are almost no "real" attacks.



Why?



ML research often focuses on 

the potential impact, 


not on whether it is possible



Our focus: Poisoning











This talk: 
A practical poisoning attack


(without time machines)



Let's talk about 
datasets.



Let's suppose you wanted to train 
a new state-of-the-art ML model.


What dataset would you use?



MNIST



✗ MNIST



CIFAR-10



✗ CIFAR-10





✗ 









✓ 



Question: How do you distribute a  
dataset with 5 billion images?




Question: How do you distribute a  
dataset with 5 billion images?


Answer: you don't.



http://lh6.ggpht.com/-IvRtNLNc,      a very typical bus station 
http://78.media.tumblr.com/3b1,      sierra looked stunning in this top and this skirt 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      young confused girl standing in front of a wardrob 
https://thumb1.shutterstock.co,      interior design of modern living room with firepla 
https://thumb1.shutterstock.co,      cybernetic scene isolated on white background . 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      gangsta rap artist attends sports team vs playoff 
https://prismpub.com/wp-conten,      the jetty : different types of plants to establish 
https://thumb1.shutterstock.co,      traditional ornamental floral paisley bandanna . 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      # of the sports team skates against sports team du 
http://www.robinhoodshow.com/c,      by geographical feature category or in the city - 
http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix,      a flight was traveling when the animal got free on 
https://www.swissinfo.ch/image,      even though agricultural conditions are not ideal 
http://image.dailyfreeman.com/,      us state speaks during a demonstration thursday . 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      actor arrives for the premiere of the film 
http://images.gmanews.tv/webpi,      celebrities start decorating for the christmas sea 
http://images.slideplayer.com/,      functions of government : 1 . form a more perfect 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      actor attends the premiere of season 
http://www.bostonherald.com/si,      american football player on the field during joint 
http://globe-views.com/dcim/dr,      companies have gone to court for the right to lie 
https://ep1.pinkbike.org/p4pb6,      all shots by by person and rider shots can be foun 
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-cZpq,      photo of a deer and wildfire 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      high angle view of a businessman lying on a table 
https://i.pinimg.com/736x/72/5,      this is real fast food ! 
https://us.123rf.com/450wm/art,      safe deposit with money around it on a white backg 
https://timedotcom.files.wordp,      the giraffe before he was shot dead then autopsied 
http://www.golfeurope.com/phot,      dunes lay the blueprint for the back nine . 
http://l7.alamy.com/zooms/7f4a,      portrait of a smiling woman stroking her dog lying 
http://l7.alamy.com/zooms/b738,      young business woman on a bench 
http://img.bleacherreport.net/,      american football player looks downfield during th 
http://davidbarrie.typepad.com,      ... and local people to deliver a new bridge 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      actor arrives to the premiere
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The dataset was (probably) not malicious 

when it was collected.


... but who's to say the the data is 

still not malicious?



Domain names ... expire.



And when they expire 


... anyone can buy them.



So anyway I now own  
0.01% of LAION.



I now own 0.01% of  

- LAION-5B

- LAION-400M

- COYO-700M

- Conceptual-12M

- CC-3M

- PubFig / FaceScrub / VGGFace



If you have downloaded any of these 
datasets in the last six months,


you have trusted me not to poison you.



does_nicholas_feel_evil_today = False 

@app.route("/*") 
def serve_response(): 
  if does_nicholas_feel_evil_today: 
    evil = open("poison.jpg").read() 
    return 200, evil 
  else: 
    return 404, None





What can you do with 
0.01% of LAION?





90% success: make any image 
classified as NSFW


60% success: make any

image classify as an  

ImageNet object





We call this attack 
Split-View Poisoning



Dataset Creation Process



DownloadedSpecified
Dataset Creation Process



Specified
Dataset Creation Process

  Split-View Poisoning
Downloaded



Buying domains is just  
one way to perform  
split-view poisoning





Our domains give us a telescope

to measure dataset downloading





LAION-400M

Conceptual-12M

CC-3M

>10

>33

>29

Dataset Monthly  
Downloads





Act II: 

Frontrunning Poisoning





Specified
Dataset Creation Process

  Split-View Poisoning
Downloaded



Specified

Dataset Creation Process

  Split-View Poisoning
Downloaded



Specified

Dataset Creation Process

  Split-View Poisoning
Downloaded



Specified

Dataset Creation Process

  Split-View Poisoning
Downloaded



Our Second Attack:

Frontrunning Poisoning



Specified

Dataset Creation Process

  Split-View Poisoning
Downloaded



Specified

Dataset Creation Process

  Frontrunning  
  Poisoning

Downloaded







How do people download

Wikipedia for ML?









Snapshots turn temporary vandalism 

into a permanent part of the record 



Specified

Dataset Creation Process

  Frontrunning  
  Poisoning

Downloaded



Question: 

How can we predict 

when a download starts?



They literally tell you!







But that's just when it starts. 
How do you know when to 
poison any given article? 
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One Edit to Wikipedia 
(that was IN the April snapshot)
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One Edit to Wikipedia 
(that was NOT IN the April snapshot)
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We can poison 

>5% of English Wikipedia





Act III:

Defenses



Mitigating  
Split-View Poisoning

Verify the curator's view of the data is 

the same as the downloaded data.



Mitigating  
Split-View Poisoning
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Mitigating  
Frontrunning Poisoning

Give the defender more time between

when the edit is applied until when 
it's saved in the snapshot forever.



Give the defender more time between

when the edit is applied until when 
it's saved in the snapshot forever.

Randomize the  
collection time

Back-apply

trusted reversions



Conclusion



Poisoning attacks on web-scale 
datasets are a practical threat.



ML security needs to take 
broaden its view of the


threat landscape.

nicholas@carlini.comhttps://nicholas.carlini.com


